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RMB outlook and impact on sectors  

 

 

 RMB outlook: RMB may further weaken against USD in the next 1-2 
quarters, as the US-Sino monetary policy divergence may continue to 
increase their interest rate spread, and the US-Sino tension may further 
increase. RMB may see a moderate appreciation in 2023, after the US sees 
a recession and China reopens its economy. Two key factors determine the 
turning point of the trend: when will the US inflation significantly decline and 
a recession arrive, and when will China adjust its zero-COVID policy. 

 Broad markets: Both estimated earnings and forward P/E of China/HK 
stocks show positive correlation with RMB exchange rate. Market indexes 
often lead the RMB rate by roughly 2-6 months. In a RMB depreciation 
cycle, Chinese stocks tend to bottom out before the RMB exchange rate. 
HK local stocks & A-shares outperformed H-shares, while Energy, 
Consumer Staples & Utilities outperformed during RMB depreciation 
cycles. 

 Technology: Positive impact. Net exporters with RMB cost and USD sales 
will benefit, e.g. AAC Tech, BYDE, FIT Hon Teng, Goertek, Luxshare, TK 
Group, Innolight, Maxscend and Xiaomi. Some stocks with high exposure 
to USD debt/cost and RMB sales will suffer. 

 Capital goods: Positive impact. Most of the companies generate revenue 
from overseas (largely settled in USD) while the majority of the raw 
materials and components are procured in China. SANY Heavy and 
Sinotruk enjoy the highest earnings sensitivity to RMB depreciation, but 
exchange rate is not the key market focus given that the primary concern 
is sales volume in the Chinese market. 

 Consumer discretionary: Positive impact to stocks with high contribution 
from overseas market, with the following ranking: Textiles > Small home 
appliance > Large home appliances > Sportswear > Catering. Every 1% 
depreciation of RMB vs USD may boost the net profit of Textiles by 1-2%. 

 China property: Negative impact, as weak RMB makes developers' offshore 
debts more expensive to pay. Especially, it is hard to refinance USD debt 
directly offshore now. Based on the fact that 30% of developers' debts are in 
USD, we estimate exchange loss is up to 20% of 2021 earnings for the 
industry if USD/CNY stays at current level for the next couple of years.  

 Gas: Negative impact. RMB depreciation may increase the gas import 
costs of the “three barrels of oil", from which city gas operators’ gas source 
mainly comes from. Higher upstream gas prices will put pressure on their 
gas dollar margin. 

 Consumer staples: Mixed impact. Dairy & breweries source raw materials 
locally while overseas revenue is significant. Smoore derives 70%+ 
revenue from overseas but hedges its forex exposure. 

 Internet: Limited impact. The majority of internet names are domestic 
players. Some companies with overseas revenue might see slight benefit 
from, e.g. Tencent/NetEase/Alibaba have 8%/10%/7% of FY22E revenue 
from overseas. 

 Software & IT Services: Limited impact overall. Hikvision and Dahua will 
benefit with substantial overseas revenue and majority of costs in RMB. But 
negative for SenseTime as server/hardware costs are priced in USD and 
GDS with net USD debt. 

 Banking & Insurance: Limited impact. Regional banks hold minimal FX 
exposure. Even for BOC and ICBC which hold the most FX assets, impact 
on profit and book value are insignificant. Insurers have only 2% of AUM in 
overseas investment and <5% revenue from HK & overseas operations. 

 Auto: Limited impact overall. Positive for Chinese automakers with growing 
export business and for auto parts suppliers with substantial revenue 
contribution from overseas due to FX gains. Possible FX losses for those 
with major financing from the US capital market. Negative for players with 
significant import materials. 
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RMB may further weaken in next 1-2 quarters 

| Bingnan YE, PhD / yebingnan@cmbi.com.hk (852) 3761 8967 / 6989 5170  

 
RMB may further depreciate with US$/RMB rates reaching a new record high for 
a decade in the next 1-2 quarters. For one thing, the US-Sino monetary policy 
divergence may continue to increase as their interest spreads are likely to further 
rise. The Fed plans to further raise its policy rates from 3.25% at present to over 
4.5% next year. Meanwhile, the PBOC faces the pressure to further ease credit 
policy. The zero-COVID policy continues to slow the resumption of China’s housing 
market and consumer spending. For another thing, the US-Sino geopolitical risk 
may further increase. The US continues to escalate tensions with China on 
technology competition and the Taiwan issue.  
 
US$/RMB rates may see a moderate decline in 2023. The trend may change after 
the US sees a recession and China reopens its economy. Two key factors 
determine the turning point of the trend: 1) when will the inflation significantly 
decline and the recession arrive in the US; 2) when will China adjust its zero-
COVID policy. In the neutral scenario, US$/RMB rates may reach 7.1 at end-2022 
and 6.75 at end-2023. The average level of US$/RMB rates is expected to reach 
7.03 in 2023. 
 
Figure 1: US-Sino Interest Spreads & US$/RMB Rates 

 

Source: Wind, CMBIGM 

Figure 2: Sino-US Growth Gap & 10Y Bond Spreads 

 

Source: Wind, CMBIGM 

 
Figure 3: Forecast of Average US$/RMB Rate in 2023 

 
Source: Wind, CMBIGM  

Scenario Assumption
US GDP 

growth

China 

GDP 

growth

3M Shibor-

Libor 

spreads

US$/RMB 

(average)

S1 stable growth in the US, strong resumption in China 1.5 6.0 -0.8 7.16

S2 stable growth in the US, moderate resumption in China 1.5 5.0 -1.0 7.20

S3 stable growth in the US, weak growth in China 1.5 4.0 -1.3 7.25

S4 weak growth in the US, strong resumption in China 0.5 6.0 0.3 6.99

S5 weak growth in the US, moderate resumption in China 0.5 5.0 0.0 7.03

S6 weak growth in the US, weak growth in China 0.5 4.0 -0.3 7.08

S7 recession in the US, strong resumption in China -0.5 6.0 1.8 6.74

S8 recession in the US, moderate resumption in China -0.5 5.0 1.5 6.78

S9 recession in the US, weak growth in China -0.5 4.0 1.3 6.82
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Impact of RMB depreciation on broad markets 

| Daniel SO, CFA / danielso@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0857  

1. Earnings growth positively correlated with RMB rate  

In the two previous RMB depreciation cycles (2015-2016, 2018), RMB was 
positively correlated with *estimated earnings’ YoY growth of the MSCI China, 
HSCI, and to a lesser extent CSI 300 (Fig. 4-6). That is, when RMB was 
depreciating, earnings growth of Chinese and Hong Kong stocks slowed 
down. The other periods showed that the reverse is also true, i.e. when RMB was 

appreciating, earnings growth accelerated.  
 
*Note: We look at consensus earnings estimates instead of reported earnings because 
the latter is much more lagging and only updated quarterly/semi-annually.  

 
The positive correlation between RMB and earnings growth in H-shares can partly 
be explained by currency translation effect, since H-shares are denominated in 
HKD but underlying profits are predominantly RMB.  
 
Changes in consensus earnings’ growth in A-shares, which removed currency 
translation effect, showed positive correlation with RMB too, albeit with a lower 
correlation. In the case of A-shares, we believe earnings growth and RMB have 
correlation but not causation. Broadly speaking, RMB movement did not lead to 
changes in earnings growth. Rather, their root cause was China’s economic 
growth. When China’s economic growth was robust, earnings growth tended to be 
strong, and monetary policy was more likely to be tightening to prevent 
overheating, and thus RMB tended to appreciate.  
 

Figure 4: MSCI China’s earnings growth vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 

Figure 5: HSCI’s earnings growth vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
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Figure 6: CSI 300’s earnings growth vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
 

 

2. Forward P/E leads RMB rate  

RMB also seems to have strong correlation with forward P/E of the MSCI China, 
HSCI & CSI 300, with turning points of P/E leading those of the RMB exchange 
rate, by roughly 2-6 months (Fig. 7-9).  
 

Figure 7: MSCI China’s forward P/E vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 

Figure 8: HSCI’s forward P/E vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
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Figure 9: CSI 300’s forward P/E vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
 

 

3. As a result, H-shares & A-shares are positively correlated 
with RMB  

Since both forward EPS and P/E are positively correlated with RMB/USD rate, as 
shown above, the index levels of the MSCI China, HSCI & CSI 300 are also 
positively correlated with RMB/USD rate.  
 
Similar to the leading nature of forward P/E, the indexes often lead the RMB rate 
by roughly 2-6 months (Fig. 10-12). 

 
In a RMB depreciation cycle, that Chinese stocks tend to bottom out before the 
RMB exchange rate is because, in our view, as RMB assets become cheaper and 
stronger policy easing improves economic and prospect, investors’ interest in 
Chinese stocks would gradually increase. 
 

Figure 10: MSCI China vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 

Figure 11: HSCI vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
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Figure 12: CSI 300 vs RMB 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
 

4. HK local stocks & A-shares outperformed H-shares during 
RMB depreciation  

Next, we examined the relative performance of Chinese A-shares, H-shares and 
HK local stocks during different RMB cycles (Fig. 13). 

 A-shares outperformed H-shares when RMB depreciated  
 
In the two previous RMB depreciation cycles (2015-2016, 2018), A-shares 
outperformed H-shares, with some time lag.  
 
The main reason is, we believe, onshore investors (having pricing power in A-
shares), with RMB as their functional currency, are not as sensitive to RMB 
exchange rate movement as offshore investors (having pricing power in H-shares) 
whose investment returns are predominantly denominated in USD or HKD (and 
thus suffer directly from RMB depreciation if they hold H-shares).  
 
Another possible reason is that A-shares investors are more speculative on 
China’s policies, and RMB depreciation usually coincides with pro-growth / 
monetary easing policies.   

Figure 13: A-shares tended to outperform H-shares when RMB was depreciating  

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
Note: HSI is priced in RMB to adjust the currency translation effect 
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 HK local stocks outperformed H-shares when RMB depreciated  
 
HK local stocks (mainly comprised of financials, property and utilities) also 
outperformed H-shares in the two previous RMB depreciation cycles (Fig. 14-15).   
 
The main reason is quite straightforward, that HK local companies have 
considerably less assets and income in RMB than H-shares.  
 
It is worth noting that RMB exchange rate is only one of the many factors behind 
relative performance of HK local stocks against Chinese H-shares. HK local stocks 
sometimes did underperform H-shares even when RMB depreciated, or 
outperform even when RMB appreciated, if other more important factors were at 
play (e.g. in 2021, RMB appreciated but HK local stocks significantly beat H-shares 
as the latter suffered from China’s regulatory clamp down and housing market 
deleveraging).  
 

Figure 14: Since 2015, HK local stocks tended to outperform H-shares when RMB 
was depreciating (MSCI HK vs MSCI China) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
 

Figure 15: Since 2015, HK local stocks tended to outperform H-shares when RMB 
was depreciating (Hang Seng HK 35 vs HSCEI) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
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Sector performance in previous RMB depreciation cycles 

| Daniel SO, CFA / danielso@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0857  

1. Which sectors outperformed when RMB depreciated? 

In Fig. 16, we looked at the price changes of each sector in A-shares and HK 
markets during the last two RMB depreciation cycles and the current cycle, with 
focus on relative performances, i.e. which sectors outperform / underperform the 
broad market.  
 
When RMB depreciated, Industrials, Consumer Discretionary & IT tended to 
Underperform; Energy Consumer Staples & Utilities tended to Outperform. 
 
Financials and Real Estate Outperformed only in A-shares, but their H-shares 
largely market-performed, as offshore investors might be more wary of these RMB-
asset-heavy stocks during RMB depreciation.  
 
Other sectors showed mixed performance in these three cycles.  

Figure 16: HK & A-shares sector performance during RMB depreciation periods  

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 

 
 

2. Local HK Companies: Financials, Property & Utilities 
outperformed Mainland peers when RMB depreciated 

We showed that HK local stocks outperformed H-shares on p.7. Similar patterns 
can be seen in individual sectors, namely Financials, Property & Utilities, in which 
HK local companies outperformed their Mainland peers* when RMB depreciated 
(Fig. 17-19).   
 
*Note: We compared the market-cap-weighed returns of the five respective biggest stocks.  
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Figure 17: HK Financial stocks outperformed 
Mainland peers when RMB depreciated in 2015 & 
2018 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM  

Figure 18: HK Property stocks outperformed 
Mainland peers when RMB depreciated in 2015 & 
2018 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
 

Figure 19: HK Utilities stocks outperformed 
Mainland peers when RMB depreciated in 2015 & 
2018 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 
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Impact of RMB depreciation on fundamentals of sectors 
and stocks 

Positive impact 

 Technology  
| Alex NG / alexng@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0881 

| Lily YANG, Ph.D / lilyyang@cmbi.com.hk (852) 3916 3716 

  

When evaluating the potential impact of RMB depreciation, we examine the 
revenue/ cost exposure (P&L) and net debt exposure (B/S) to USD denominated 
currencies for companies under our coverage. We believe net exporters will benefit 
due to increasing competitiveness and exchange gains from USD denominated 
currencies, while net importers will lose due to higher costs. Companies with USD 
denominated net debts will also suffer from one-off exchanges losses.  
 
Stocks with positive impact: net exporters with RMB cost and USD sales 

For stocks with revenues denominated in USD and cost exposure mainly in RMB 
(e.g. production site in China, raw materials from China), these names will gain 
competitive advantage against their overseas peers when RMB depreciates, 
Examples are tech names such as AAC Tech, BYDE, FIT Hon Teng, Goertek, 
Luxshare, TK Group, Innolight and Maxscend, as well as brand such as Xiaomi. 

 
Stocks with negative impact: high exposure to USD debt/cost and RMB sales 
Companies with high sales exposure to RMB and raw materials priced in USD will 
fall into this bucket. Examples include Sunny Optical, Q-tech and ZTE, whose 

products are sold to domestic customers and their key components (70-80% of 
COGS) are mainly priced in USD, including image sensor, chips, handset lenses 
and VCM. For stocks with USD denominated net debts, they may incur one-off 
exchanges losses if no hedging. Examples include Willsemi and Sunny Optical.  

 
Figure 20：Impact of RMB depreciation on companies under our coverage 

      
1H22 Revenue 
Exposure (%) 1H22 FX 

gain(loss) 
  

Company Ticker Impact PRC Overseas Comment 

Xiaomi 1810 HK Positive 50% 50% -  50% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China.  

AAC Tech 2018 HK Positive 47% 53% (RMB 47mn)  53% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China. 

Suuny Optical  2382 HK Negative  68% 32% (RMB 201mn) 

 HSL: Slightly negative – raw materials cost in USD, offset by 

revenue exposure to Samsung 

 HCM: Negative - higher VCM/CMOS cost from overseas  

 VLS: Positive - majority of sales from overseas customers  

 Unrealized FX loss due to its US$600mn bond 

BYDE 285 HK Positive 
40% 

(w/HK) 
60% (RMB 14mn) 

 60% revenue denominated in USD, most production in China   

 Little impact on operations or liquidity in 1H22. 

FIT Hon Teng 6088 HK Positive 38% 62% -  62% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China. 

TK Group 2283 HK Positive 36% 64% HK$ 8.3mn  64% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China. 

Goertek 002241 CH Positive 9% 91% (RMB 92mn)  91% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China. 

Luxshare 002475 CH Positive 9% 91% RMB 10.4mn  91% revenue denominated in USD, most production is in China. 

Q-Tech 1478 HK Negative  
92% 

(w/HK) 
8% (RMB 13mn) 

 90%+ revenue in RMB; majority of production in China; 

 Higher cost pressure due to raw materials & equipment in USD 

Tongda 698 HK Negative  82% 18% (HK$ 56mn)*  Negative impact with reporting currency in HKD 

BOEVx 710 HK Negative  68% 32% (RMB 122mn)* 
 68% revenue denominated in HKD; most production sites in 

China  

ZTE (H) 763 HK Negative 68% 32% (RMB 405mn) 
 Negative impact, due to component procurement and financing. 

1H22 FX impact on NP was -8.9%. 

mailto:alexng@cmbi.com.hk
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Innolight 300308 CH Positive 14% 86% RMB 37mn 
 Positive impact as the majority of revenue are from overseas. 

1H22 FX impact on NP was 7.6%. 

SCC 002916 CH Positive 63% 37% RMB 44mn 
 Positive impact as 40% of revenue is from overseas. 1H22 FX 

impact on NP was 5.9%. 

Shengyi Tech 600183 CH Positive 82% 18% RMB 4.5mn 
 Positive impact as 21% of revenue is from overseas. 1H22 FX 

impact on NP was 0.5%. 

China Tower 788 HK Neutral 100% 0% -  Limited impact as most sales are domestic.  

Willsemi 603501 CH Negative 16% 84% (RMB 68mn) 
 Negative impact from financing. 1H22 FX impact on NP was -

3.0%. 

Wingtech 600745 CH Positive 54% 46% RMB 153mn 
 Positive impact as 46% of revenue is from overseas. 1H22 FX 

impact on NP was 13.0%. 

GalaxyCore 688728 CH Positive 38% 62% RMB 67.4mn 
 Positive impact as the majority of revenue are from overseas 

and HK. 1H22 FX impact on NP was 13.1%. 

Maxscend 300782 CH Positive 30% 70% RMB 8.1mn 
 Positive impact as the majority of revenue are from overseas 

and HK. 1H22 FX impact on NP was 1.1%. 

Source: Company data, CMBIGM 
 
 

 Capital Goods 
| Wayne FUNG, CFA / waynefung@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0826  

 
For the Capital Goods sector, we believe that exchange rate is not the key market 
focus given that the primary concern is sales volume in the Chinese market. Still, 
in terms of P&L impact, the depreciation of RMB against US$ is generally positive 
to the Chinese machinery makers, as most of the companies generate revenue 
from overseas (largely settled in USD) while the majority of the raw materials and 
components are procured in China. This will help improve margin or offer room to 
reduce price to boost overseas volume.  
 
There are two major factors that affect the earnings when RMB depreciates: (1) 
the higher the % of overseas revenue, the higher the impact; (2) the lower the net 
profit margin, the higher the earnings impact.    

 In theory, SANY Heavy (600031 CH) and Sinotruk (3808 HK) enjoy the 

highest earnings sensitivity to RMB depreciation, due to their higher 

overseas revenue and low net margin. However, their high overseas 

exposure was mainly a result of the weakness in China market. Therefore, 

we believe market will put the focus on the potential recovery of China 

demand, instead of the positive impact arising from RMB depreciation.   

 Zhejiang Dingli (603338 CH) generated 59% of revenue from overseas in 

1H22. We believe it will benefit a lot from the depreciation of RMB. 

 Weichai Power (2338 HK / 000338 CH) generated >51% of revenue from 

the overseas in 1H22, as Weichai owns 45.2% interest in KION Group 

(KGX GR) which is located in Germany (We estimate the attributable 

overseas revenue is ~30%). However, since RMB has appreciated against 

EUR, Weichai will likely suffer from the related translation loss.  

 

mailto:waynefung@cmbi.com.hk
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Figure 21: Selected companies’ overseas revenue contribution 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM  
*Weichai owns 45.2% interest in KION (KGX GR), the major source of overseas revenue. Together with the direct export, we 
estimate Weichai's attributable overseas revenue accounted for ~30% of total revenue. 

Note: Assuming other factors being constant 
 

 
 

 Consumer Discretionary  
| Walter WOO / walterwoo@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3761 8776  

 
We believe RMB depreciation is in general positive to the consumer discretionary 
space, with the following ranking: Textiles (e.g. Huali, Shenzhou) > Small home 
appliance (e.g. JS Global) > Large home appliances (e.g. Haier, Midea) > 

Sportswear > Catering. 
 
However, we still need to be aware of the fact that: 1) RMB is depreciating vs USD 
but appreciating vs EUR (so those with greater sales to EU are less preferred), 2) 
many listed companies’ production capacities are already located in S.E. Asia (e.g. 
Crystal, Yue Yuen) and 3) some listed companies are already sourcing mostly in 
USD, with no RMB (e.g. Vesync), hence the potential positives would be much 
less.  
 
Based on our estimates, for every 1% depreciation of RMB vs USD, the net profit 
for Textile/ small appliances/ large appliances can be boosted by 1-2%/ 0.5%-
1.0%/ 0%-0.5%. For instance, Shenzhou, which has ~70% sales in USD and from 

overseas and ~80% of costs in RMB, for every 1% deprecation of RMB vs USD, 
the net profit can be boosted by 1.8%. However, for Crystal, which has only ~30% 
of production facilities in China and has done certain FX hedging, the positives 
could be very limited.  
 
For Sportswear and Catering, sales from overseas and costs (in USD) are minimal. 
We believe RMB depreciation could have a very mild positive impact on Xtep’s K-
swiss and Palladium but a mild negative impact on Anta’s Amer sports, but the 

importance is low given their small net profit contribution. 

Company Ticker Rating % of overseas 

revenue

Year Estimated earnings upside for 

1% decrease in RMB rate 

against US$

SANY Heavy 600031 CH HOLD 43% 1H22 7.0%

Sinotruk 3808 HK HOLD 36% 1H22 6.0%

Zhejiang Dingli 603338 CH BUY 59% 1H22 3.0%

SANY International 631 HK BUY 25% 1H22 2.0%

Zoomlion 1157 HK / 000157 CH BUY / HOLD 18% 1H22 2.0%

Jiangsu Hengli 601100 CH HOLD 13% 2021 <1%

S.C New Energy 300724 CH BUY 6% 2021 <1%

Zhejiang Jingsheng 300316 CH BUY 6% 1H22 <1%

Weichai Power 2338 HK / 000338 CH BUY / HOLD 51%* 1H22 Mixed

Yancoal Australia 3668 HK BUY 100% 1H22 No RMB exposure

UEG 467 HK BUY 100% 1H22 No RMB exposure

mailto:walterwoo@cmbi.com.hk
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Figure 22: RMB FX rates and YoY comparisons 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIGM 

 

Figure 23: Sales mix by regions (CMBI Est. & last filings) 

 

Source: Company filings, CMBIGM 

 

Figure 24: Sales mix from overseas (last filings) 

 

Source: Company filings, CMBIGM 
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Negative impact 

 China Property 
| Jeffrey ZENG / jeffreyzeng@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3916 3727 

 
A weak RMB has made developers' offshore debt more expensive to pay. 
Especially, it is hard to refinance USD debt directly in the offshore market now. 
Based on the fact that 30% of developers' debts are in USD, our calculation shows 
the exchange loss is as much as 20% of 2021 earnings for the whole industry if 
USD/CNY stays at the current level for the next couple of years.  

 

 Gas  
| Jack BAI, CFA / jackbai@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0835 

| Megan XIA / meganxia@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3761 0836 

 
RMB depreciation may raise the gas imports cost of “three barrels of oil". As the 
gas sources of city gas operators (Tian Lun Gas (1600 HK), ENN Energy (2688 
HK) and CR Gas (1193 HK)) mainly come from "three barrels of oil", higher 

upstream gas prices will increase pressure on the gas dollar margin and city gas 
operators’ earnings.  
 
 
 

Mixed impact 

 Consumer Staples  
| Joseph WONG / josephwong@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0838   

 
Limited impact to Dairy & Breweries when the majority of raw materials, such as 
raw milk/ barley/ malt, are sourced locally, while overseas revenue is insignificant. 
For breweries, such as Budweiser (1876 HK, BUY), CR Beer (291 HK, BUY) and 
Tsingtao (168 HK, BUY), we estimate a 5% change in USD/EUR would only lead 
to c.0.5% change in PBT.  
 
Smoore (6969 HK, BUY) derives 70%+ revenue from overseas. Since the 
company hedges its forex exposure, net foreign gain/ loss represented <1% of net 
profits in 2021.  
 
Cosmetic brand owners are domestic-market focused, even though some of them 
operate overseas brand and have R&D investment overseas that resulted in 
assets/ liabilities recognized in foreign currencies. For instance, c.20% of Jahwa’s 
(600315 CH, BUY) revenue derives from Tommee Tippee that is exposed to 
fluctuation between GBP/RMB. For Proya (603605 CH, BUY), cash and accounts 

payable, as well as accounts receivable, that denominated in foreign currencies 
represented <1%/ c.5% of their respective total in 2021. 
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Limited impact 

 Internet  
| Sophie HUANG / sophiehuang@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3900 0889   

 
We expect RMB depreciation to pose limited and manageable financial impact on 
Internet sector, since the majority of internet names are domestic players. In terms 
of P&L, some companies with overseas revenue might see slight benefit from RMB 
depreciation (e.g. Tencent (700 HK), NetEase (NTES US / 9999 HK), Alibaba 
(BABA US / 9988 HK)), while offsetting by price discount for US/HK listing. 
Tencent, NetEase and Alibaba overseas business contributed around 8%/10%/7% 
of total revenue in FY22E, and the benefit would extend with their overseas 
expansion ahead. JOYY (YY US) / Mobvista’s (1860 HK) overseas exposure 

were >50%, but impact is not significant, as their financials are reported in US$. 

Figure 25: Overseas exposure for key internet companies (by revenue) 

 
Source: Company data, CMBIGM estimates 
 

 Software & IT Services 
| Marley NGAN / marleyngan@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3916 3719 

 
The impact of RMB depreciation is limited to the software and IT services sector. 
There are two types of companies that will benefit from RMB depreciation, 
including 1) Companies that derive considerable amount of overseas revenue in 
USD while most of the costs are incurred in RMB and 2) Companies with large 
chunk of net cash or financial assets denominated in USD or HKD. Among our 
coverage, Hikvision (002415 CH) and Dahua (002236 CH) will benefit most as 

they derive substantial overseas revenue (in USD) while majority of the costs are 
incurred in RMB. Meanwhile, SenseTime (20 HK) and GDS (GDS US / 9698 HK) 

will suffer from RMB depreciation. SenseTime’s revenue is mainly in RMB while 
server/ hardware costs are priced in USD. GDS is in net debt (mostly USD) position 
but its revenue is largely derived in RMB.  

Company Overseas key business Overseas (% of rev)

Tencent Game, Cloud ~8%

Alibaba International commerce ~7%

NetEase Game ~10%

JOYY Bigo ~89%

Mobvista Online ads ~65%

PDD *Domestic player

Meituan *Domestic player

Baidu *Domestic player

Bilibili *Domestic player
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Figure 26: RMB depreciation impact to software & IT services companies under our coverage 

Company Ticker Overseas revenue 
exposure (FY21) 

Impacts from 
RMB depreciation 

Remarks 

Hikvision 002415 CH 27.0% Positive Overseas revenue denominated in USD while 
majority of the costs in RMB 

Dahua 002236 CH 41.1% Positive Overseas revenue denominated in USD while 
majority of the costs in RMB 

SenseTime 20 HK 11.8% Negative Majority of revenue in RMB while server/ 
hardware costs are priced in USD 

GDS GDS US/ 
9698 HK 

0.3% Negative GDS is in net debt and majority of its 
borrowings are denominated in USD 

Glodon 002410 CH 2.8% Neutral - 
Chinasoft 354 HK 3.5% Neutral - 
Yonyou 600588 CH 1.6% Neutral - 
Kingdee 268 HK 0.0% Neutral - 
MYC 909 HK 0.0% Neutral - 
KC KC US 0.0% Neutral - 

Source: Company data, CMBIGM 

 

 Banking & Insurance  
| Gigi CHEN, CFA / gigichen@cmbi.com.hk  (852) 3916 3739   

 
Banking 

Volatility in FX market has limited impacts on Chinese banks. As of end-2Q22, net 
FX exposure of commercial banks in China was only 1.53% of their total assets. 
Generally, regional banks, namely city and rural commercial banks, hold minimal 
FX assets and liabilities. Most FX businesses are conducted by state-owned banks 
and large joint-stock banks. BOC (3988 HK / 601988 CH) and ICBC (1398 HK / 
601398 CH) hold the most FX assets among domestic players. 

 
According to ICBC’s sensitivity analysis disclosed in 1H22 interim report, for every 
1% RMB depreciation against US$ and HK$, its pre-tax profit will decline 
RMB26mn or 0.01%, while its book value will increase by RMB2bn or 0.06%. Even 
under the stress test, ICBC’s highest 10-day 99% VaR against FX risks in 1H22 
was only 0.68% of its pre-tax profit. For BOC, as the bank with most FX assets and 
global networks, if RMB depreciates 1% against US$ and HK$, pre-tax profit will 
increase 0.12% and book value will increase 0.14%, according to its FY21 report.  
 
Hence, for every 5% of RMB depreciation against US$ and HK$, the impacts on 
pre-tax profit of ICBC and BOC are -0.06%% and +0.61%, respectively, and their 
book value will increase +0.30% and +0.68%. In conclusion, from the balance 
sheet perspective, RMB depreciation will have limited impact on banks. For asset 
quality level, the impact of RMB depreciation depends on the borrowers’ cash flow, 
and it is difficult to estimate from banks side. 
 
Insurance 

Unlike its international peers, listed Chinese insurers have minimal exposures to 
FX volatility. As of end-2021, the overseas investment of China insurance sector 
was only around 2% of total insurance AUM, according to the statistics from the 
Insurance Asset Management Association of China. Meanwhile, listed Chinese 
insurers’ HK subsidiaries and overseas operations accounted for less than 5% of 
their total revenue, and these operations are asset-liability matched on FX front as 
well. Therefore, Chinese insurers will see limited impact from RMB depreciation. 
We estimate that for every 5% depreciation of RMB, the impact on listed Chinese 
insurers’ book value will be less than 1%. 
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 Auto  
| SHI Ji, CFA / shiji@cmbi.com.hk (852) 3761 8728 

| Wenjing DOU, CFA / douwenjing@cmbi.com.hk   

| Jason GU, CFA / jasongu@cmbi.com.hk   

 

RMB/USD depreciation could potentially benefit Chinese automakers with growing 
export business such as Great Wall Motor (2333 HK, BUY / 601633 CH, BUY) 
and Geely (175 HK, HOLD), if there is no mixed effect from other foreign 

currencies. It could also benefit auto parts suppliers with substantial revenue 
contribution from overseas, such as Minth (425 HK, NR) and Fuyao Glass (3606 
HK, NR).  
 
NEV trio, NIO (NIO US, BUY), Li Auto (LI US, BUY / 2015 HK, BUY) and Xpeng 
(XPEV US, BUY / 9868 HK, BUY), which have major financing from the US capital 
market could suffer FX losses from the revaluation impact of RMB assets held in 
the US functional currency subsidiaries. 
 
Raw materials and auto parts that are largely imported and denominated in USD 
could dent margins for Chinese manufacturers, for example, higher lithium costs 
for battery makers and EV makers, and higher engine parts costs for BMW 
Brilliance (Brilliance (1114 HK, NR)) and Beijing Benz (BAIC (1958 HK, NR)). 
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